Corrigendum

In tender document

Tender Enquiry No. 47/01/Balance work Pkg-1(Elect.)/2017/RIS/ES-113

Dated: 18-09-2017

As per schedule, Pre- Bid meeting of **Balance work of work of Trauma center and Nursing college (SH: Electrical Works) at AIIMS Rishikesh** was held on 13-09-2017 at 03.00 PM, in the tender opening room.

Following modification (deletions/additions/replacements) additions for Tender Enquiry no:- 47/01/Balance work Pkg-1(Elect.)/2017/RIS/ES-113 has been made.

1. Query regarding recovery rate and purpose mentioned on Page no. 19th of Notice Inviting Tender.
   **Clarification :-** recovery rates will be applicable beyond theoretical consumption including authorized variation. Material issued upto theoretical consumption will be adjusted at issue rate.

2. Item no. 1.13,1.14,1.15 ,1.18,1.19,1.20 on page 33 of Notice Inviting Tender it is mentioned “will be supplied by Institute” requires clarification. It should be read “wire will be supplied by institute “.

3. Query in item no 1.03 that how payments will be made for small length of conduits.
   **Clarification :-** laying of conduits below 30 cm size will not be paid separately and bidders are advised to load the cost this work in wiring itself.

4. Query of partial conduiting work in point wiring. Regarding mode of payment where part conduit is done.
   **Clarification :-** partial conduiting work ( supply and fixing ) above 30 cm size will be paid in item no. 1.22 . and rest work will be paid under wiring head point no. 1.03.

5. It was suggested by Superintending Engineer that bidder should keep a record of execution of balance work by way of keeping digital video recording.